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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
Public Utility District No. 1 of Chelan County (Chelan PUD) owns and operates the Lake Chelan 
Hydroelectric Project (FERC Project No. 637) on the Chelan River in north central Washington.  
The project, originally licensed in 1926, consists of a 40-foot high concrete gravity dam, a 2-mile 
long steel and concrete penstock, and a powerhouse. The Chelan River flows approximately four 
miles from the outlet of Lake Chelan into the Columbia River, providing about three miles of 
low gradient braided river, one-third-mile of higher gradient water that includes the "Gorge” 
featuring several significant rapids, and one-half mile of low gradient water that extends to the 
powerhouse tailrace and the Columbia River. While the upstream waters of 50-mile long Lake 
Chelan provide well-known recreational resources, the bypass reach has received far less 
attention from recreational enthusiasts. Access to the bypass reach is difficult, particularly in the 
Gorge. Although a road runs along the canyon, it only approaches the river in a few places (see 
Figure 1). 
 
Chelan PUD is permitted to operate the project according to an existing FERC license issued 
November 1, 2006 that is set to expire November 1, 2056.  Under this license, FERC has 
authorized a three-year whitewater boating monitoring study in the Chelan River.  This 
whitewater boating monitoring plan was developed by Chelan PUD in consultation with the 
American Whitewater Affiliation and the Lake Chelan Recreation Forum.  Under this study, 
Chelan PUD provides an annual schedule of whitewater releases for kayaks in the Chelan River 
during the three-year period.  In addition, a reservation system has been developed and a survey 
tool that will be utilized with all boaters before and after their whitewater boating experience on 
the Chelan River.  Evaluation meetings will be held each year and annual reports submitted to 
FERC.   
 
Following the three year whitewater boating monitoring study, a final report will be submitted to 
FERC. 
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SECTION 2: DESCRIPTION OF THE CHELAN RIVER 
 
The Chelan River begins below the dam and continues for approximately 4 miles until it joins 
the tailrace of the powerhouse near the Columbia River (Figure 1). For planning purposes, 
Chelan PUD has divided the bypass reach into four distinct sections, as shown on the map. 
 
Section 1 is 2.29 miles long, and is characterized by a relatively wide flood plain, low gradient 
(approximately 55 feet/mile), and substrate comprised of large cobble and boulders. 
 
Section 2 is 0.75 mile long and is a transition zone between the wider floodplain and the Gorge. 
It is characterized by a narrow channel, canyon walls, moderate gradient (approximately 57 
feet/mile), and larger cobble and boulder substrate than Section 1. 
 
Section 3 is “Chelan Gorge,” and is 0.38 mile long. The canyon walls in this section are very 
steep and narrow, and the gradient of the channel is steep (approximately 480 feet/mile). The 
channel is characterized by cataracts from 5 to 20 feet high, numerous cascades, bedrock chutes, 
and large, deep pools. The substrate is very large, with some boulders exceeding 20 feet in 
diameter. 
  
Section 4 is located below the Gorge area and is 0.49 mile long. It is characterized by a wide 
flood plain, gravel/cobble/boulder substrate, and low gradient (approximately 22 feet/mile). This 
section extends from the bottom of the Gorge downstream approximately 2,600 feet to the 
confluence of the powerhouse tailrace. 
 
For the purposes of this plan, the Gorge (Section 3) has been further divided into three areas 
based on the type of specific rapids:  
 
Entrance Exam (a complex, multi-drop rapid at the start of the Gorge;     Map 4-1)  
Central Gorge (the series of drops downstream; Map 4-2), and the  
Lower Gorge (the lower gradient boulder gardens at the end of the Gorge; Map 4-2).  
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Figure 1: Chelan River and Vicinity, Including Chelan PUD Section Designations 
 
2.1 Launch and Take Out Facilities 
Put-in. Just below the dam on river-left, an undeveloped road and short trail approach the river. 
The trail ends on a wide gravel bar that provides a suitable staging area for kayaks and other 
similar craft. There are parking and restroom facilities at a nearby City park. 
 
Mid-river take-out.  For boaters interested in avoiding the Gorge (or starting their trip 
immediately at the top of the Gorge), it is possible to leave the bypass reach at the mouth of 
Daybreak Canyon. There is an eddy above the Entrance Exam, and at observed flows there is a 
relatively flat area on rocks next to the river. However, there is no established trail or access, and 
the climb from the river to the Gorge Road is steep and potentially hazardous, particularly in the 
first few hundred feet. Hauling a boat up this route would present a significant challenge.  
 
Take-out. There is a developed boat launch at Powerhouse Park at the confluence of the Chelan 
and the Columbia. The park also has extensive parking, restrooms, a large picnic shelter, and an 
extensive lawn for organizing/drying gear. 
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2.2 Specific Descriptions of Major Rapids in the Chelan River Gorge 
Entrance Exam (Class V). This rapid has a series of four drops in short succession at the start of 
the Gorge (Map 4-1). It is identified by a large rock about 100 feet upstream of a sharp left bend 
at the mouth of Daybreak Canyon. There is a large pool at the top of the reach, allowing boaters 
to scout and portage the entire rapid, as well as a smaller eddy downstream of the first drop 
where boaters can also get out of the river. However, once boaters commit themselves to the 
second drop in the series, they probably have to run the rest as a group. 
 
First Drop. This initial challenge is a short waterfall with a strong hydraulic at the bottom. The 
hole appears weaker in the center, and was weaker at the lower two flows (273 cfs and 391 cfs). 
This hole is not the main problem in the rapid, but it requires a clean run because of the drops 
that lie ahead. Boaters pushed off line here face a more difficult run.  
 
Second Drop/Punch Bowl. The second major challenge in this rapid features a steep, horseshoe 
shaped falls immediately above a turbulent re-circulating eddy (the “Punch Bowl”) that extends 
below an undercut rock. The more “clean” boating line at all three flows is just left of a distinct 
flatter rock on river-right. 
 
Pile Up. The third challenge in the rapid is immediately downstream of the Punch Bowl, and 
features a river-wide hole. This hydraulic appears weaker in center-right. There is a small eddy 
on river right against the cliff after Pile-up.  
 
Final Plunge. This last challenge is a sharp drop and hole between two pinching walls; much of 
the current is directed at the right hand wall, where there is also considerable turbulence. Boaters 
generally run it after catching the small eddy below Pile-up, moving strongly from right to left-
center.  
 
There are scouting and portage options along Entrance Exam from river-right. Boaters who 
portage can seal launch into the pool below Final Plunge. Boaters can access the area from the 
Gorge Road (via the steep route down Daybreak Canyon) as well as from the eddy upstream of 
the rapid. There are options for establishing safety along the rapid, particularly below Pile-up and 
Final Plunge, the two holes where boaters are more likely to become stuck or have to swim. 
 
Central Gorge. A few hundred feet downstream of Entrance Exam are a series of five major 
rapids in the Central Gorge (Map 4-2). Unlike Entrance Exam, each of these are separated by 
pools with less turbulent water, and each can be scouted or portaged independently. 
 
Double Slide (Class V). The first major rapid in the Central Gorge is “Double Slide,” which 
features a boulder field and swift currents leading to side-by-side chutes. The river-left slide is 
longer, more gradual, and ends in a less turbulent pool. The river-right slide (labeled “Chelan 
Chute”) is more abrupt and concentrated, and ends in turbulence against the mid-channel 
dividing rock, which is undercut. A short drop and hole, followed by an exposed rock and the 
right-to-left current, make access to the river-left slide more difficult.  
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There are good scouting options for this rapid on the river-right side. There is a portage route on 
river-left, well upstream of the entrance into the left hand slide. The portage option on river-right 
would involve a very difficult seal launch into the pool below. 
 
Super Boof Falls (Class IV/V). The next rapid is a pour-over falls directly downstream of 
Double Slide; during an on-land assessment it was named “Car Wreck Falls” after an abandoned 
car in the cliffs (this has since slid into the river and is out of sight). All boaters ran this rapid 
“boofing” off a rock at the top of the falls on river-left to avoid heavy turbulence at the bottom of 
the falls. There are scouting options on both sides of the falls. There are portage options on river-
left. 
 
Throne Falls (Class V). This is another steep drop with strong turbulence at the bottom; the 
rapid is named for a distinctive boulder shaped like a throne downstream of the falls. Boaters 
generally run center-right but with varying bow angles. There is heavy turbulence on both the 
right and left sides of the falls. 
 
Pinnacle Falls (the pool before the falls). The pool between Throne and Pinnacle Falls can be 
smaller narrowing the margin of error if boaters fail to have a clean run. Scouting and portaging 
options are on river-right. There is a good eddy upstream of the falls.  Portage options are 
available from river-right that ends with a short seal launch. 
 
Pinnacle Falls (Class VI). This falls is immediately downstream of the Throne and is identified 
by a tall pillar of rock on river-right. The falls is steep and high (probably over 20 feet), 
concentrating the entire flow of the river through a single slot. The bottom of the falls is very 
turbulent.  Boaters often portage this area.  The portage is rated “slightly difficult” by all boaters 
and involves a short carry over the saddle between the pinnacle and right canyon wall, and then a 
short seal launch into the pool below.  There are good scouting options from the river-right eddy 
above the falls. 
 
Boulder Sieve. The final major rapid in the Central Gorge occurs downstream of Pinnacle Falls, 
and is identified by several large boulders that act as a sieve in the river; there are at least two 
distinct chutes through undercut rocks; the total drop is about fifteen feet. Boaters generally do 
not run this rapid, choosing instead to ground themselves on a rock on river-left, then seal launch 
down a partially wetted incline to the side of the slots and their heavier turbulence. One boater 
often gets out of his boat to assist the other kayakers onto the rock and then shove them over the 
other side.  As a result, many boaters do not even get out of their boats for this portage.  The ride 
down the incline on the other side is steep and bumpy and ends in turbulent water that masks 
rocks that can easily be hit by boaters.  Scouting appears best from the left side.  A longer 
portage to avoid the seal launch may be possible on the left side as well, but might require ropes 
to bypass larger boulders. 
 
Lower Gorge (Class IV/V). Downstream of Boulder Sieve, the river becomes less constricted 
and has a slightly lower gradient. There are several significant drops and boulders in this reach, 
but the rapids generally have less powerful hydraulics than those upstream. The rapids above the 
Old Highway Bridge have been collectively labeled “Extra Credit,” while the series of larger 
boulders and constricted routes downstream of the bridge have been collectively labeled “Fat 
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Lady,” a reference to the colloquialism, “the opera isn’t over until the fat lady sings.” There were 
at least two routes in Fat Lady that were very constricted and cause boaters to hit large rocks as 
they passed by. One opening was less than the width of a kayak and stopped some boaters’ 
momentum. At another drop at the very end of the run, all boaters chose to avoid the center route 
(where most of the water went) in favor of narrow, shallower routes on the sides because of a 
sieve with potential pinning hazards. 
 
In Extra Credit, kayakers found at least one good play hole for rodeo maneuvers (endos, 
cartwheels, pirouettes, etc.) There are numerous opportunities for boaters to get out and scout 
either Extra Credit or Fat Lady from the various boulders, and numerous portage and rescue 
options are also available if needed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Map Of Key Rapids In The Central Gorge In Section 3 (Chelan Gorge). 
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Figure 3: Map Of Key Rapids In The Central Gorge In Section 3 (Chelan Gorge). 
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SECTION 3: INTERNATIONAL SCALE OF RIVER DIFFICULTY 
(Borrowed by permission from the American Whitewater web page) 

 
The following is the American version of a rating system used to compare river difficulty 
throughout the world. This system is not exact; rivers do not always fit easily into one category, 
and regional or individual interpretations may cause misunderstandings. It is no substitute for a 
guidebook or accurate first-hand descriptions of a run. 
 
Paddlers attempting difficult runs in an unfamiliar area should act cautiously until they get a feel 
for the way the scale is interpreted locally. River difficulty may change each year due to 
fluctuations in water level, downed trees, recent floods, geological disturbances, or bad weather. 
Stay alert for unexpected problems! 
 
As river difficulty increases, the danger to swimming paddlers becomes more severe. As rapids 
become longer and more continuous, the challenge increases. There is a difference between 
running an occasional Class IV rapid and dealing with an entire river of this category. Allow an 
extra margin of safety between skills and river ratings when the water is cold or if the river itself 
is remote and inaccessible. 
 
THE SIX DIFFICULTY CLASSES: 
 
Class I: Easy. Fast moving water with riffles and small waves. There are few obstructions, all 
obvious and easily missed by people with little training. Risk to swimmers is slight; self-rescue is 
easy. 
 
Class II: Novice. Straightforward rapids with wide, clear channels which are evident without 
scouting. Occasional maneuvering may be required, but rocks and medium sized waves can be 
easily avoided by trained paddlers. Swimmers are seldom injured and group assistance, while 
helpful, is seldom needed. Rapids that are at the upper end of this difficulty range are designated 
"Class II+". 
 
Class III: Intermediate. Rapids with moderate, irregular waves which may be difficult to avoid 
and which can swamp an open canoe. Complex maneuvers in fast current and good boat control 
in tight passages or around ledges are often required; large waves or strainers may be present but 
are easily avoided. Strong eddies and powerful current effects can be found, particularly on 
large-volume rivers. Scouting is advisable for inexperienced parties. Injuries while swimming 
are rare; self-rescue is usually easy but group assistance may be required to avoid long swims. 
Rapids that are at the lower or upper end of this difficulty range are designated "Class III-" or 
"Class III+" respectively. 
 
Class IV: Advanced. Intense, powerful but predictable rapids requiring precise boat handling in 
turbulent water. Depending on the character of the river, it may feature large, unavoidable waves 
and holes or constricted passages demanding fast maneuvers under pressure. A fast, reliable eddy 
turn may be needed to initiate maneuvers, scout rapids, or rest. Rapids may require “must” 
moves above dangerous hazards. Scouting may be necessary the first time down. Risk of injury 
to swimmers is moderate to high, and water conditions may make self-rescue difficult. Group 
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assistance for rescue is often essential but requires practiced skills. A strong Eskimo roll is 
highly recommended for kayakers. Rapids that are at the upper end of this difficulty range are 
designated "Class IV-" or "Class IV+" respectively. 
 
Class V: Expert. Extremely long, obstructed, or very violent rapids which expose paddlers to 
added risk. Drops may contain large, unavoidable waves and holes or steep, congested chutes 
with complex, demanding routes. Rapids may continue for long distances between pools, 
demanding a high level of fitness. What eddies exist may be small, turbulent, or difficult to 
reach. At the high end of the scale, several of these factors may be combined. Scouting is 
recommended but may be difficult. Swims are dangerous, and rescue is often difficult even for 
experts. A very reliable Eskimo roll (for kayakers), proper equipment, extensive experience, and 
practiced rescue skills are essential. Because of the large range of difficulty that exists beyond 
class IV, Class 5 is an open ended, multiple level scale designated by Class 5.0, 5.1, 5.2, etc. 
Each of these levels is an order of magnitude more difficult than the last. Example: Increasing 
difficulty from class 5.0 to class 5.1 is a similar order of magnitude as increasing from Class IV 
to Class V. 
 
Class VI: Extreme and Exploratory. These runs have almost never been attempted and often 
exemplify the extremes of difficulty, unpredictability, and danger. The consequences of errors 
are very severe and rescue may be impossible. For teams of experts only, at favorable water 
levels, after close personal inspection and taking all precautions. After a Class VI rapids has been 
run several times, its rating may be changed to an appropriate Class 5.x rating. 
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SECTION 4: WHITEWATER BOATING MONITORING STUDY PLAN  
 
As a requirement of the New License for the Lake Chelan Hydroelectric Project, Chelan PUD 
will conduct a three-year whitewater boating monitoring study in the Chelan River.  The 
following plan for the whitewater boating monitoring study has been developed by Chelan PUD 
in consultation with the American Whitewater Affiliation and the Lake Chelan Recreation 
Forum. 
 
Annual Schedule 
During the three-year whitewater boating monitoring study, Chelan PUD will release flows on 
the second and fourth weekends in July and September.   Flows on Saturdays will be between 
300 cfs and 375 cfs, and flows on Sundays will be between 400 cfs and 450 cfs.  Chelan PUD 
will begin the ramping up of releases to meet these flows at 11:00 am and will begin ramping-
down no sooner than 6:00 pm each day.  Chelan PUD will not be obligated to provide 
whitewater boating flow releases in the Chelan River when the previous day’s average Stehekin 
River inflow is less than 333 cfs, or when the Mid-Columbia Index is greater than $150/MWh 
($2001) as adjusted pursuant to section 19.l of the Settlement Agreement. 
 
Reservation System   
Water releases are made only if six or more kayakers make a reservation with Chelan PUD either 
in-person at Chelan PUD offices in Chelan or Wenatchee or via the Chelan PUD website, 
(IDENTIFY WEBSITE ADDRESS) by 5:00 pm on the Thursday prior to the scheduled release 
date.  In addition, all reserved participants must be physically present at the designated kayak 
put-in location by 10:00 am on the date of the release.  No kayaker less than 18 years of age will 
be allowed.  It is recommended that all participants scout the river ahead of time and watch a 20 
minute video of kayaking in the Chelan River Gorge which is available either in the Chelan PUD 
offices in Wenatchee or Chelan or on the Chelan PUD’s website. 
 
Liability Insurance      
Liability insurance protecting Chelan PUD’s liability must be in place before kayakers can 
participate.  Additionally, each kayaker will be required to sign a liability waiver prior to 
launching his or her kayak in the Chelan River. 
 
Kayak Criteria  
Only non-motorized, hard-shelled kayaks suitable for Class V whitewater will be allowed. 
 
Survey Tool 
Each kayaker will be asked to fill out a survey at the end of the run.  This survey tool will 
provide important information that will be compiled and submitted in a report to FERC.  The 
survey will query the whitewater boaters on the suitability of the following:  whitewater release 
dates, daily schedule, whitewater difficulty, spill volumes, access, carrying capacity, reservation 
system and real time flow information. 
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Evaluation Meetings 
Chelan PUD in cooperation with American Whitewater will conduct an annual meeting on or 
before May 1 each year to discuss the annual whitewater report to be submitted to FERC on or 
before June 1.  Adjustments will be made to the annual schedule, spill volume, reservation and 
liability requirements based on input from Chelan PUD and American Whitewater and on the 
evaluation of the surveys collected from participants in the previous year’s study.  
 
Reporting to FERC 
Chelan PUD will submit annual reports to FERC on or before June 1 for the previous year’s 
whitewater boating in the Chelan River for the three years of the monitoring study. 
 
Chelan PUD will submit a final report by May 1 following the completion of the three-year 
whitewater boating monitoring study.   The final report will include information on the dates and 
volumes of each release for the three-year study period, annual use patterns, and an analysis of 
user preferences based on survey data.  The report will also include recommendations for 
providing whitewater releases, if any, for the remainder of the license term.  These 
recommendations will include an annual schedule of releases including volume and timing, 
reservation system and minimum number of boaters required to trigger a release, and mechanism 
for liability protection. 
 
The final report will document consultation with American Whitewater and copies of comments 
and recommendations on the final report.  Chelan PUD will allow a minimum of 30 days for the 
American Whitewater Affiliation to comment and to make recommendations prior to filing the 
final report with FERC for approval.  If Chelan PUD does not adopt a recommendation, the 
filing will include Chelan PUD’s reasons for not doing so, based on any relevant project-specific 
information. 
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Reservation Requirements 

Whitewater Boating on the Chelan River* 
The Chelan River is rated Class V / V+ (expert)  

 
All participants in whitewater boating activities on the Chelan River must comply 
with the following reservation requirements: 
 

1. All participants must complete the whitewater boating reservation form on 
line at or in person in the Chelan PUD offices in Wenatchee or Chelan by 
5:00 pm on the Thursday prior to the date of the release. 

 
2. All reserved participants must be physically present at the designated kayak 

put-in location by 10:00 am on the date of the release. 
 

3. No kayaker less than 18 years of age will be allowed. 
 

4. It is recommended that all participants scout the river ahead of time on the 
day of the run. 

 
5. It is recommended that all participants watch a 20 minute video of kayaking 

in the Chelan River Gorge ahead of time, which is available either in the 
Chelan PUD office in Wenatchee or Chelan or on the Chelan PUD’s website 
(www.chelanpud.org).  The video will also be shown at the beginning of the 
run. 

 
6. All participants must sign a liability waiver form and bring it with him/her to 

the put-in area, prior to beginning the run. 
 

7. All participants are asked to fill out a survey within one week following the 
run.  Surveys can be filled in and submitted on line.  

 
 
Only non-motorized, hard shelled kayaks suitable for Class V whitewater will be 
allowed. 
 
*NOTE:  Water releases for kayaking will be made only if six or more kayakers make a reservation by 
5:00 pm on the Thursday prior to the scheduled release date.  Chelan PUD will not be obligated to 
provide whitewater boating flow releases in the Chelan River when the previous day‘s average Stehekin 
River inflow is less than 333 cfs, or when the Mid-Columbia Index is greater than $150/MWh (2001$) as 
adjusted pursuant to section 10.1 of the Settlement Agreement. 



 

 

 

 
Reservation Form 

Whitewater Boating on the Chelan River 
The Chelan River is rated Class V / V+ (expert) 

 

Date__________________________________________________ 

First Name_____________________________________________ 

Last Name_____________________________________________ 

Age__________________________________________________ 

E-mail Address_________________________________________ 

Address_______________________________________________ 

City__________________________________________________ 

State__________________________________________________ 

Zip /Postal Code________________________________________ 

Country_______________________________________________ 

Day Phone_____________________________________________ 

Evening Phone_________________________________________ 
I have read and understand all of the reservation requirements outlined with 
this application form and have met and/or complied with  the participant 
criteria. 
 
Signature_____________________________________________________ 



Chelan County Fire District 7
232 E.Wapato
P.O.Box1317

Chelan, Washington 98816
(509) 682-4476

(509) 682-3297 FAX

August 30, 2007

Kris Pomianek
Recreation Resources Administrator
PUD of Chelan County
PO Box 1231
Wenatchee, WA 98807-1231

Re: Emergency Response and Rescue within the Chelan Gorge

To whom it may concern:

In review of the whitewater boating component for the new license to operate Lake
Chelan Dam, Chelan County Fire District 7 Board of Commissioners and Fire Chief
oppose whitewater rafting and any other type of recreational activity in the Chelan Gorge.

The dangers and risks of a rescue performed in the Chelan Gorge by Fire District
personnel are elevated hazards in which our volunteers are not trained in whitewater
rafting rescues.

In the event an incident takes place in the Chelan Gorge Fire District volunteer personnel
Willrespond and perform emergency services within their level of expertise and training.

It is with great concern to the Commissioners, Fire Chief and Volunteers that if the
American Whitewater or any such agency is granted the access of recreational use to the
Chelan Gorge that the safety of the boater, public and emergency personnel would be
jeopardized due to the dangerous terrain and rapid water flow in the Chelan Gorge. It is
not a place for the public to recreate safely.

Please find this letter in opposition of whitewater rafting and any other recreational
activities in the Chelan Gorge.

000 C. Gordon, Commissioner
r

'])f4-,vI/]) ~~~

,t Wri~jt7ione~
Dennis Ashmore, Fire Chief



Chelan County Sheriff's Office
Michael T. Harum, Sheriff

Greg Meinzer
Undersheriff

Ron Hupp
Chief Civil Deputy

Jeff Middleton

Chief Criminal Deputy

Jan Brincat
Executive Assistant

September 25,2007

Kris Pomianek
Recreation Resources Administrator
Chelan County PUD
PO Box 1231
Wenatchee, WA 98807-1231

Re: Law Enforcement Emergency Response in the Chelan Gorge

Dear Kris,

I have reviewed the whitewater boating information included in the new
license to operate Lake Chelan Dam. I am opposed to whitewater rafting,
and in fact, any type of recreational activity in the Chelan Gorge.

Chelan County Sheriffs Office personnel are not equipped, nor do they
have the necessary training to respond to such a high risk area in
attempted rescue or recovery situations. I would not choose to submit
my rescue technicians to such unnecessary risk, and it is my opinion no
rescue or recovery could safely be accomplished in the Chelan Gorge.

The Chelan County Sheriffs Office will always respond in an emergency
situation, however we do not have the capacity or expertise necessary to
provide rescue or recovery efforts in the Chelan Gorge. Therefore, I
adamantly oppose all recreational activities in this area.

Sincerely,

Michael T. Harum, Sheriff

MTH/jb

Law and Justice Bldg. . 401 Washington, #1 . Wenatchee, WA 98801

(509) 667-6851 . Fax: (509) 667-6860
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Chelan County Fire District 7
232 E.Wapato
P.O.Box1317

Chelan, Washington 98816
(509) 682-4476

(509) 682-3297 FAX

August 30, 2007

Kris Pomianek
Recreation Resources Administrator
PUD of Chelan County
PO Box 1231
Wenatchee, WA 98807-1231

Re: Emergency Response and Rescue within the Chelan Gorge

To whom it may concern:

In review of the whitewater boating component for the new license to operate Lake
Chelan Dam, Chelan County Fire District 7 Board of Commissioners and Fire Chief
oppose whitewater rafting and any other type of recreational activity in the Chelan Gorge.

The dangers and risks of a rescue performed in the Chelan Gorge by Fire District
personnel are elevated hazards in which our volunteers are not trained in whitewater
rafting rescues.

In the event an incident takes place in the Chelan Gorge Fire District volunteer personnel
Willrespond and perform emergency services within their level of expertise and training.

It is with great concern to the Commissioners, Fire Chief and Volunteers that if the
American Whitewater or any such agency is granted the access of recreational use to the
Chelan Gorge that the safety of the boater, public and emergency personnel would be
jeopardized due to the dangerous terrain and rapid water flow in the Chelan Gorge. It is
not a place for the public to recreate safely.

Please find this letter in opposition of whitewater rafting and any other recreational
activities in the Chelan Gorge.

000 C. Gordon, Commissioner
r

'])f4-,vI/]) ~~~

,t Wri~jt7ione~
Dennis Ashmore, Fire Chief



Chelan County Sheriff's Office
Michael T. Harum, Sheriff

Greg Meinzer
Undersheriff

Ron Hupp
Chief Civil Deputy

Jeff Middleton

Chief Criminal Deputy

Jan Brincat
Executive Assistant

September 25,2007

Kris Pomianek
Recreation Resources Administrator
Chelan County PUD
PO Box 1231
Wenatchee, WA 98807-1231

Re: Law Enforcement Emergency Response in the Chelan Gorge

Dear Kris,

I have reviewed the whitewater boating information included in the new
license to operate Lake Chelan Dam. I am opposed to whitewater rafting,
and in fact, any type of recreational activity in the Chelan Gorge.

Chelan County Sheriffs Office personnel are not equipped, nor do they
have the necessary training to respond to such a high risk area in
attempted rescue or recovery situations. I would not choose to submit
my rescue technicians to such unnecessary risk, and it is my opinion no
rescue or recovery could safely be accomplished in the Chelan Gorge.

The Chelan County Sheriffs Office will always respond in an emergency
situation, however we do not have the capacity or expertise necessary to
provide rescue or recovery efforts in the Chelan Gorge. Therefore, I
adamantly oppose all recreational activities in this area.

Sincerely,

Michael T. Harum, Sheriff

MTH/jb

Law and Justice Bldg. . 401 Washington, #1 . Wenatchee, WA 98801

(509) 667-6851 . Fax: (509) 667-6860





 









 

















 





 





 



             Study Photos

John Gangemi examines possible routes 
through Double Slide and Super Boof Falls  
during the on-land assessment in June 1999. 
Whitewater advocates and consultants 
assessed three flows from land to determine 
if boaters could safely run or portage all the 
major rapids, and to estimate a flow range 
for the on-river component of the study. 

 

View of the Central Gorge from an 
overlook on the Gorge Road 

during the on-land assessment.  
Rapids in view include (in order 

descending downstream from 
bottom left of photo): Super Boof

Falls, Throne Falls, Pinnacle Falls, 
and Boulder Sieve.

1



Paddlers started the on-river 
assessment by carrying their 
kayaks to the put-in, an 
undeveloped area immediately 
downstream of the dam.  The take-
out was at a developed area, 
Chelan County PUD’s Powerhouse 
Park.  Both provided good access 
for kayakers. 

Greg Perry of the US Geological Service 
measured flows provided each day during the 

on-river component of the study.  Several 
other agencies and organizations also 

contributed to the success of the study. 

2



Kayakers paddle through Section 1 on the Upper River at 475 cfs.   Higher flows provided more 
route options and produced fewer “hits,” although even this highest flow left many exposed 
rocks and did not fill the bottom of the channel.

John Gangemi and Rick 
Williams discussing 
alternative routes in the 
Central Gorge.  All 
major rapids offered 
scouting, portaging, and 
safety/rescue options in 
the flow range studied.

3



Britt Gentry entering the second drop in Entrance Exam at 391 cfs.  Boaters needed to run this 
waterfall cleanly to set up for other drops immediately downstream of the “Punch Bowl” (an 
unstable eddy with rock undercuts in the bottom right of this photo).  The photo was taken from 
Daybreak Canyon overlook on Gorge Road.

Tracy Clapp emerges from the third 
drop in Entrance Exam (named “Pile 
Up”) at 391 cfs.  This hole became 
more powerful and “stickier” at higher 
flows.

Forrest Hubler and Britt Gentry celebrate 
runs through Entrance Exam at 475 cfs.  
Teamwork and camaraderie helped boaters 
run the river safely and efficiently.

4



Kayakers scout Double Slide rapid in the Central Gorge at 
391 cfs.  The right side run (“Chelam Chute”) featured a 
steeper drop and more powerful hydraulics at all flows, 
and included an undercut wall on the left that several 
boaters scraped.  The left side provided a less daunting 
run, but was more difficult to enter at lower flows because 
of an exposed rock at the top of the chute.   

Bo Shelby executes the title move at Super Boof Falls at 
391 cfs.  Most rapids in the Central Gorge had good 

recovery pools at the two lower flows; at the highest flow, 
recovery time shortened and became more critical.

5



A  videographer films Britt Gentry at the top of Throne Falls at 391 cfs.  Video crews were 
stationed at five set locations along the river during the study, but also filmed from 
additional locations to capture the experience of boating the river.  A video that summarizes 
the study and compares runs at different flows is available from Chelan County PUD.
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Boaters negotiate Boulder Sieve by “seal 
launching” down a 15-foot rock slide at 273 
cfs.  All boaters chose not to run Boulder 
Sieve or Pinnacle Falls (immediately 
upstream) at any flow.    

Forrest Hubler powers through a big hydraulic in the Chelan Gorge at 475 cfs.  Higher flows 
required quicker and stronger reactions from paddlers. 

7



Kayakers pick their way 
through Extra Credit in the 
Lower Gorge at 273 cfs.  
Arrowhead Point, just off the 
Gorge Road, provides 
opportunities to appreciate 
the scenic beauty of the 
canyon.

Rick Williams in a drop in Extra 
Credit rapid at 475 cfs.  

8



Boaters exit Extra Credit in the Lower 
Gorge upstream of the Old County Bridge 
at 391 cfs.  Higher flows in this section 
created more powerful hydraulics, but did 
not substantially widen the narrow chutes 
between boulders nor create new routes.

A study observer 
watches kayakers 
negotiate the 
boulder gardens in 
Extra Credit at 391 
cfs.  Chelan County 
PUD and the 
Chelan County 
sheriff’s office 
allowed limited 
access to safe areas 
for both spectators 
and media during 
the study.

9



Britt Gentry running a narrow 
chute in Extra Credit at 391 cfs.

Scouting and portaging parts of Fat 
Lady rapid at 273 cfs.  At lower 
flows, hydraulics were less 
powerful, although the channels 
between rocks were narrow and 
route options were limited.

Rick Williams squeezes through a 
chute in Fat lady rapid at the end 

of the Lower Gorge at 273 cfs.

10



Boaters exit the Lower Gorge at 475 cfs.  Whitewater abruptly turns to flatwater at the end of the 
Gorge, while the Chelan River continues for about a half mile through an alluvial channel before 
meeting the Columbia River.  The powerhouse is in the top right hand corner of the picture; the 
take-out in Powerhouse Park is in the distance in the top center of the photo.

Steve Hair of KPQ interviews Bo 
Shelby after the third run.  Media 

and public interest in the study was 
high because the Gorge had never 

been boated, kayaking is 
unfamiliar to many area residents, 

and flows may affect many 
resource values.  Releases during 
the high run-off summer months 

offer opportunities for whitewater 
flows that do not decrease power 

generation.

11



Forrest Hubler filling out a survey.  Boaters 
completed a survey after each run as well as a 

close-out survey that allowed comparisons between 
the three flows paddled during the study.

12

Boaters participated in a focus group after each run, adding qualitative  
information to the quantitative data provided on surveys.
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waterfall cleanly to set up for other drops immediately downstream of the “Punch Bowl” (an 
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391 cfs.  The right side run (“Chelam Chute”) featured a 
steeper drop and more powerful hydraulics at all flows, 
and included an undercut wall on the left that several 
boaters scraped.  The left side provided a less daunting 
run, but was more difficult to enter at lower flows because 
of an exposed rock at the top of the chute.   

Bo Shelby executes the title move at Super Boof Falls at 
391 cfs.  Most rapids in the Central Gorge had good 

recovery pools at the two lower flows; at the highest flow, 
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A  videographer films Britt Gentry at the top of Throne Falls at 391 cfs.  Video crews were 
stationed at five set locations along the river during the study, but also filmed from 
additional locations to capture the experience of boating the river.  A video that summarizes 
the study and compares runs at different flows is available from Chelan County PUD.
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Boaters negotiate Boulder Sieve by “seal 
launching” down a 15-foot rock slide at 273 
cfs.  All boaters chose not to run Boulder 
Sieve or Pinnacle Falls (immediately 
upstream) at any flow.    

Forrest Hubler powers through a big hydraulic in the Chelan Gorge at 475 cfs.  Higher flows 
required quicker and stronger reactions from paddlers. 
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Kayakers pick their way 
through Extra Credit in the 
Lower Gorge at 273 cfs.  
Arrowhead Point, just off the 
Gorge Road, provides 
opportunities to appreciate 
the scenic beauty of the 
canyon.

Rick Williams in a drop in Extra 
Credit rapid at 475 cfs.  
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Boaters exit Extra Credit in the Lower 
Gorge upstream of the Old County Bridge 
at 391 cfs.  Higher flows in this section 
created more powerful hydraulics, but did 
not substantially widen the narrow chutes 
between boulders nor create new routes.

A study observer 
watches kayakers 
negotiate the 
boulder gardens in 
Extra Credit at 391 
cfs.  Chelan County 
PUD and the 
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sheriff’s office 
allowed limited 
access to safe areas 
for both spectators 
and media during 
the study.
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powerful, although the channels 
between rocks were narrow and 
route options were limited.
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Boaters exit the Lower Gorge at 475 cfs.  Whitewater abruptly turns to flatwater at the end of the 
Gorge, while the Chelan River continues for about a half mile through an alluvial channel before 
meeting the Columbia River.  The powerhouse is in the top right hand corner of the picture; the 
take-out in Powerhouse Park is in the distance in the top center of the photo.
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Shelby after the third run.  Media 

and public interest in the study was 
high because the Gorge had never 

been boated, kayaking is 
unfamiliar to many area residents, 

and flows may affect many 
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Forrest Hubler filling out a survey.  Boaters 
completed a survey after each run as well as a 

close-out survey that allowed comparisons between 
the three flows paddled during the study.
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Boaters participated in a focus group after each run, adding qualitative  
information to the quantitative data provided on surveys.



 

 

ADDENDUM C: SURVEY INSTRUMENT 
 
 
 
 



 

  

 



 

 

 
Post Run Survey                                                                       
Date:__________________ 
 
Name:________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone: ______________________________E-mail:___________________________________ 
 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this post run survey.  Chelan PUD in cooperation with 
American Whitewater is conducting a 3 year monitoring study that will allow them the 
opportunity to determine if whitewater boating in the Chelan Gorge should continue into the 
future.   
 
Rate the following:   
(1 totally unacceptable, 2 moderately unacceptable, 3 slightly unacceptable 4 marginal 5 slightly 
unacceptable, 5 moderately acceptable, 7 totally acceptable) 
 
The dates scheduled for the release (2nd and 4th weekends in July and September) 
1_____2_____3_____4_____5_____6_____7_____ 
 
Daily schedule (11 am to 6 pm) 
1_____2_____3_____4_____5_____6_____7_____ 
 
Convenience, ease of use and understanding of the reservation system 
1_____2_____3_____4_____5_____6_____7_____ 
 
Use and easy access to real-time flow information 
1_____2_____3_____4_____5_____6_____7_____ 
 
Based on your skill level, were you provided enough information to be prepared for the difficulty 
of this run? 
1_____2_____3_____4_____5_____6_____7_____ 
 
Score the quality of the flow you experienced (300 to 375 cfs Saturdays, 400 to 450 Sundays) for 
your craft and skill level.  Please consider all the flow-dependent characteristics that contribute 
to a high quality trip (e.g. boatability, whitewater challenge, safety, availability of surfing or 
other play areas, aesthetics, and length of run. 
1_____2_____3_____4_____5_____6_____7_____ 
 
If you could select an optimal flow for boating on this reach given your craft and skill level, what 
flow would you prefer (please specify cfs) 
1_____2_____3_____4_____5_____6_____7_____ 
 
Was access to the beginning of the run easy to find and satisfactory to launching? 
1_____2_____3_____4_____5_____6_____7_____ 



 

 

 
 
 
 
If you were with someone, or you yourself did not complete the run, how difficult was it to get 
out and back to the start of the run? 
1_____2_____3_____4_____5_____6_____7_____ 
 
 
 
 
Would you recommend this whitewater boating experience through the Chelan Gorge to others? 
Yes__________  No __________ 
 
Please provide any additional comments or suggestions on access to information about the run, 
flows provided, access, or any other issues you have. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Again, thank you for completing this survey.  This information will be tabulated and become part 
of the final monitoring study report. 
 



 

 

ADDENDUM D: BOATER LIABILITY WAIVER FORM 
 



 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND GENERAL RELEASE OF LIABILITY 

 
This is a release of all claims. Read it carefully and sign below. This release 
essentially says that you are voluntarily going to participate in an extremely 
dangerous activity and that you will not make any claim, sue or expect Chelan 
Public Utility District to be responsible or pay for any injury, death or property 
damage. 
 
 
 1. I, ________________________ (clearly print full legal name), have 

requested access to certain land and waters for the purpose of the Chelan gorge 

whitewater kayaking/paddling activity and other associated activities such as walking or 

hiking in the area (hereinafter known as “Activity”). Public Utility District No. 1 of 

Chelan County, Washington (hereinafter referred to as the "PUD") has agreed to allow 

such access without charge for the Activity.  In consideration for this access, I fully 

understand and accept all of the conditions of this agreement.  

 2. I recognize that the Activity will be rigorous and physically, mentally and 

emotionally challenging and may aggravate existing physical, mental or emotional 

conditions or cause new ones. I recognize that the Activity is extremely dangerous. I 

understand that the dangers may include damage to or destruction of personal property, 

serious physical injury or even death, arising from a variety of hazards including, but not 

limited to, and by way of example only, rocks, hazardous terrain, trees, debris, powerful 

waves, waterfalls, hydraulics and various other man-made or natural hazards; and 

difficulty or improbability of rescue.  The risks and dangers may arise from foreseeable 

or unforeseeable causes.  I understand that American Whitewater has determined the 

Chelan gorge contains difficult Class IV and V rapids. These are the most difficult and 



 

 

dangerous levels of whitewater, requiring the highest levels of training, experience, and 

physical ability. I understand that the Chelan gorge has not previously been used for 

whitewater recreation and is not suitable for general whitewater recreation. I also 

understand that the conditions of the river and gorge are constantly changing, and have 

not relied on any written description of those conditions. I further understand that there is 

no prepared access into or exit from the Chelan gorge and that the Chelan gorge is 

extremely narrow and steep. I take personal responsibility for choosing the method, route 

and equipment necessary to gain access to and exit from the river and gorge. I also 

understand that before and during the course of this Activity there may be natural or 

artificial variations in river flows that could alter the character of the river. I understand 

that the flows that are expected to be released are not exact nor can they be measured. I 

have read and understand the attached memoranda from the Chelan County Sheriff dated 

June 22, 1998 and April 29, 1999 and the Chelan County Fire District 7 dated April 26, 

1999.  

 3. I take full responsibility for my own safety and am not relying upon the 

PUD, Chelan County or any other entity or person for my safety or rescue. I have not 

relied upon estimates of water flow, conditions of the gorge or river, or any other 

information from the PUD or any other entity. I will personally investigate the conditions 

and make my own determination as to the suitability of the river and the gorge for my 

participation in the Activity. 

 4. In addition, I recognize and accept: 



 

  

a. that I am personally and solely responsible for determining whether I 

have the skill and expertise to safely participate in the Activity and 

am solely responsible for my own safety; 

b. that I am solely responsible for selecting equipment suitable for use 

during my participation;  

c. that no other person or entity has any obligation to attempt to rescue 

me, and that any attempted rescue may, in fact, exacerbate my 

condition and/or cause injury or death; 

d. that I have voluntarily chosen to engage in the Activity and I was not 

invited or requested to participate in the Activity by the PUD; and 

e. The operational constraints on the PUD and the Chelan hydroelectric 

project and river conditions will preclude any reduction or change in 

flows to assist in any rescue efforts. 

5. I understand and expressly assume all the dangers incident to the Activity 

and hereby release all claims including, but not limited to, property damage or 

destruction and personal injury or death, whether caused by negligence, breach of 

contract or otherwise, which I may ever have against: (a) the PUD, its officers, 

commissioners, employees, or any other persons or entities that may be involved in 

facilitating the Activity; (b) Chelan County and its commissioners and employees; and (c) 

each and every other participant in the Activity. 



 

 

 6. I recognize that neither the PUD nor its commissioners, officers, directors, 

employees, agents, successors or assigns are providing any liability, health or other 

insurance in connection with the Activity. I agree to assume all financial responsibility 

for medical, rescue or other expenses that may be incurred. I agree to defend, hold 

harmless and indemnify the PUD, its commissioners, officers, directors, employees, 

agents, successors or assigns and Chelan County, its commissioners and employees, for 

any loss or damage, including attorneys fees, that may result should I or anyone else on 

my behalf pursue an action or claim that is waived or barred by this release and waiver. 

7. I also assume full responsibility for and agree to defend, hold harmless and 

indemnify the PUD, its commissioners, officers, directors, employees, agents, successors 

and assigns and Chelan County, its commissioners and employees, against any claims, 

losses or judgments that may arise from any damage or harm that I may incur or cause 

while participating in the Activity.  

8. This waiver shall be binding upon me, my heirs, executors and 

administrators. 

 9. I represent that: 

  a. I am 18 years of age or older. 

b. I am signing this release and waiver voluntarily and of my own free 

will. 

c. I have no physical, mental or emotional problems, nor any history 

thereof, which could impair my ability to participate in the Activity 



 

 

or to understand the meaning and intent of this waiver and release 

document. 

d. I have read and understand this entire document and am bound by its 

terms.  

 10. If it is necessary for either party to enforce the terms of this Release, the 

exclusive venue for any such action will be in Chelan County, Washington.  The 

substantially prevailing party shall be entitled to receive attorneys’ fees. 

 

 DATED this _____ day of __________________ 2___. 

 

 SIGNED: ____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 WITNESSED BY: ____________________________________________ 

    Print Name___________________________________ 

    Address_____________________________________ 

 

 

    ____________________________________________ 

    Print Name___________________________________ 

    Address_____________________________________ 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

ADDENDUM E:  ANNUAL SCHEDULE 
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